some limitations, such as relatively expensive and complex for most of patients. Functional electrical stimulation (FES) makes muscles contract to perform motions by inducing electrical impulses on the surface of relevant muscles without the help of other devices. This is a good way to overcome these shortcomings in rehabilitation.
Based on decision and control strategy (DCS), an FES system will produce the suitable stimulation parameters to improve the control performance. If the parameters of stimulation are carefully controlled, a useful and efficient motor rehabilitation could be obtained. However, so far little use of the DCS has been employed in FES control [8] , [9] , and much less has transferred to clinical practice due to restrictive conditions. Iterative learning control (ILC) is a model-free method that has been applied into clinical application [10] . Dou et al. [11] adopted ILC to FES system for the first time. Freeman et al. [12] designed a rehabilitation platform for upper extremity by applying FES with ILC. Compared to the other strategies employed to control FES, the ILC exploits the repeating procedure of the user's tasks in order to improve performance by learning through past experience. Using the information collected over previous trials to update the control input, ILC is able to adapt to physiological changes and obtain better control performance. Furthermore, ILC is also used to compensate for trial-invariant disturbances. Then, it is feasible applying the ILC method to control FES with optimized stimulate parameters aiming to achieve better performance.
Many researchers utilize EMG to control FES or rehabilitative devices to realize active movement following the patient's intention in the rehabilitation processes. Unfortunately, current biomedical treatments and traditional physiotherapy provide limited degree of motor function rehabilitation for patients with muscular atrophy due to weak EMG signal [1] , [13] [14] [15] . A brain-computer interface (BCI) is a kind of communication tool that translate human's intentions to other devices (assistive devices) through measurements of cortical signals. Most BCIs utilize the method of pattern recognition to classify electroencephalogram (EEG). Feature extraction [16] and classifier design [17] are the key steps of pattern recognition. It is an alternative technology with potential to substitute, augment, or restore the lost motor function of patients who suffer from destructive neurological conditions [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . It enables the patient to control the peripheral environment using his own thoughts, i.e., brain's electrical activity. Currently, there are many BCI applications in different areas such as computer cursor control [23] , remote control [24] , biometric authentication [25] , and emotion prediction [26] . Most remarkably, BCIs were already applied to control limb prosthetic devices [27] , [28] , and such BCI controlled prostheses indicate a feasible neurological rehabilitation technology for motor function recovery. Jackson et al. [29] introduced an implanted BCI system for upper extremity stimulation which was evaluated in monkeys. Chen et al. [30] introduced a pilot study on the BCI for rehabilitation robots.
BCI is achieved by interpreting signals associated with a human intention into control commands. While these procedures have been successfully used to control robotic arms or prosthesis, the integration of BCI with FES devices has received limited attention. One possible reason is neuromuscular stimulation generates a significant electrical field, which may lead to artifacts in the raw EEG signals. Moreover, muscle sensory activation by the FES could also affect on the corresponding cortical activity. These factors affect the reliability and accuracy of the BCI system and hinder the combination of BCI with FES. Motivated by [31] with implanted electrodes in monkeys cortex, Pfurtscheller's group integrated a noninvasive EEG-based BCI with a noninvasive FES to control hand to complete a task of grasping an object and moving it to another place [32] [33] [34] . These researches were based on event-related desynchronization and synchronization (ERD/ERS) motor imagery, and signals were acquired during imagined motor responses. Whereas, their EEG signal processing technology has some deficiencies such as fewer recognizable motor types or states, lower recognition rate, longer training time, and greater individual difference. Besides, the parameters of FES in their studies were fixed which is apt to cause extensive muscle fatigue. How to select suitable parameters of FES is a problem needed to be solved.
To solve the deficiencies of ERD/ERS motor imagery signals, a BCI system based on steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) can be adopted. The SSVEP is the EEG response in the visual cortex to an extern visual stimulus flashing at predefined constant frequency [35] . When the retina of the user is excited by a number of visual stimuli flashing with different frequency, the brain generates EEG signals with the same or multiples frequency. It is possible to discriminate the selected stimulus by matching the frequency of SSVEP to one of the stimulus frequencies. Compared to other modalities of BCI, such as ERD/ERS-based or P300-based BCIs, SSVEPbased BCI has the advantages of higher information transfer rate (ITR), better accuracy and safety, easier to use, and shorter or even no training time [36] . Moreover, the robustness and reliability of the SSVEP signals make it suitable method to integrate special system with BCI and FES techniques.
In this paper, an upper limbs rehabilitation system is proposed, which integrates BCI with FES. SSVEP-based EEG signals are used as the input of the BCI system. For the FES system, ILC with PD feedback is the control strategy to obtain optimal control sequence with which to stimulate relevant muscles to track the desired trajectory. The integrated BCI-FES system has four aspects advantages: 1) facilitating muscle neural plasticity and repairing motor mechanisms to improve or enhance ability of impaired upper extremities; 2) accelerating motor recovery by iterative motor learning; 3) reducing the fatigue of the relevant activated muscles by obtaining suitable stimulating sequence of the FES; and 4) helping to develop a novel and effective neuron-rehabilitation system for the severely prevalent neurological injuries.
The overall works of this paper are organized as follows. The system framework of BCI-FES is introduced in Section II. Then, in Section III, a detailed SSVEP-based BCI algorithm and the specified BCI controlled FES experiment are given. The FES based on ILC is presented in Section IV. And then, experiment results of the integrated BCI-FES system are shown in Section V. Finally, Section VI gives the discussion and conclusion.
II. OVERALL SYSTEM FRAMEWORK
The theme of this paper is to combine noninvasive SSVEPbased BCI with noninvasive FES for the motor rehabilitation of upper limbs. The structural diagram of the overall system is shown in Fig. 1 . The BCI part of system estimates the individuals' intentions by analysis the EEG signals obtained from the relevant positions of the scalp. These individuals' intentions are translated as advanced commands to trigger peripheral device. The functions of BCI are similar to the central nervous system (CNS). To restore or rebuild the functions of existing muscles of upper extremity which are beyond the control of the CNS, the iterative learning controlled FES device is applied to the concerned muscles. By the ILC, the optimal control sequences are obtained, with which FES can stimulate muscle of upper extremity involved to execute more precise motion tasks that patient cannot perform by himself. This paper needs an offline BCI training procedure, in which preliminary EEG signals were acquired and a subject-specific BCI model was established. Subsequently, the real-time online performance of the integrated BCI-FES system was evaluated.
The study and experimental procedures were approved by the ethics committee of China Medical University, and all participants provided their informed consent forms. Since this paper shows a validation experiments, it is aimed to ablebodied subjects who are normally healthy without history of neurological damage. A total of five subjects (age 24.0 ± 2.7 years, mean ± standard deviation, four males, one female) were recruited in this paper. All subjects have normal vision, and use computer screen for their daily work. None of them has any previous experience with SSVEP-based BCI tests. Besides, all subjects can endure limited electrical stimulation.
III. SSVEP-BASED BCI
In this section, a BCI system based on SSVEP is designed. We also introduce an experimental paradigm about the integrated BCI-FES system. In the BCI algorithm, we implement a frequency-domain-based method that utilizes the first harmonics of the stimulating flashing frequency in EEG signals.
A. Visual Stimulus
Because the phase and the amplitude of the SSVEP response depend on the frequency, structure, and intensity of the repetitive visual clues [37] , to choose the type of visual clues is an extremely important problem. This problem needs to be determined first in SSVEP-based BCI. The visual clues can be presented by using liquid crystal display or cathode ray tube monitors, which can elicit SSVEP responses in the visual cortex of the brain. Because the flashing frequencies on the computer monitor are limited by the refresh rate of monitor, we cannot select flashing frequency arbitrarily. In other words, the refresh rate should be multiple times of flashing frequencies. Furthermore, a relatively strong SSVEP response is typically obtained with flashing frequency between 5 and 27 Hz, especially with the strongest response at frequency around 15 Hz [4] . For example, in design of visual flashing stimuli for monitor with 60 Hz refresh rate considered, 6.67, 7.5, 10, 12, 15, and 20 Hz are usually used. Two kinds of flickering clues with quite difference of frequency can be easily discriminated using the SSVEP. On the other hand, the amplitude of harmonic frequency could be larger than that of the fundamental response frequency in SSVEP. As a result, the BCI algorithm cannot recognize the fundamental frequency and harmonic frequency, which means that the frequency and its multiple times frequencies cannot be chosen together in the same experiment. For example, 10 and 20 Hz should not be chosen together in same experiment. In our experiment, three stimulus frequencies, 12, 15, and 20 Hz were chosen to stimulate strong and identifiable SSVEP signal. According to the three frequencies mentioned above, three square stimulators with triangular configuration flashing between black and red color were designed. The shape and the distribution of the stimulators are shown in Fig. 2 . When designing flashing square, particular care was taken to minimize the potential risk for the photosensitive participants whose EEG response to light stimulation is abnormal. For less irritation, the size of each square is small (3.0 cm in length) such that it occupies a small part of the visual field.
B. Experimental Protocol of BCI-FES
The integrated system has three operation modes for upper extremity: 1) fast speed mode; 2) medium speed mode; and 3) slow speed mode (Section IV will give details). The mentioned three flashing squares were mapped to the three motion modes, respectively, i.e., 20 Hz square represents fast speed mode, 15 Hz square represents medium speed mode, and 12 Hz square corresponds to slow speed mode. Moreover, the square with no flickering at the center corresponds to idle state. For each subject the experimental paradigm includes two phases: the first phase is to train SSVEP-based BCI and the second phase is real-time BCI-FES experiment. Each phase includes eight runs and every run has four trials, including three trials of flashing square and one trial with no flickering square, totally 32 trials. In every trial, once a yellow arrow appeared at the top of red square, the subject was instructed to focus attention on the indicated flashing square. The duration of the flashing square was set to 7 s with interval time from 4 to 6 s randomly so that the subjects could change their focus to the next indicated target. All the instructions were carried out with random order for each subject. During SSVEP signal acquisition, the participants should be concentrated without distractions. Their head shaking and eye blinking should be less as far as possible. The subjects sat on a comfortable seat facing to the computer screen. Before recording they should adjust their distance with the screen such that the stimulus squares were most comfortable to their eyes. The appropriate distance from their eyes to the screen is about 60 cm (see Fig. 2 ).
The first phase was to train an SSVEP-based BCI model for each subject. In the second phase, the FES system was triggered according to the classification results of the trained BCI model. The direct stimulating commands of the FES system were adjusted by DCS. The stimulating control sequences of FES obtained by ILC for three motion modes. Surface electrodes were selected as the stimulating electrodes because of their simplicity and usability. The conductive fabric stimulating electrodes (90 mm × 50 mm each) were positioned at the biceps and triceps muscles and stimulated the muscles to execute movement with different speed modes. When the subject focused on one of three squares, which keeps flashing with relevant frequency, corresponding movement mode was recognized by the BCI algorithm based on SSVEP data. This movement mode or intention was transformed into advanced command to trigger the FES system to generate the pulse width (PW) sequence of relevant mode to stimulate the muscle to induce arm movement. Before the actual subject stimulating tests, a number of trials of the FES system had been executed with very small PW limits to guarantee its safety.
C. BCI Algorithm
The key technology of BCI system is EEG processing algorithm. Generally, it is regarded as a pattern recognition task. The EEG processing algorithm includes signal acquisition, signal preprocessing, feature extraction, and classifier design. The performance of classifier depends on the quality and stability of features. The extracted features should contain characteristics of EEG signal as much as possible. The discrimination of features in different pattern classes should be as large as possible.
1) Signal Acquisition: We adopted a consumable and highfidelity EEG device, the emotive EPOC EEG headset. It has 14 data collecting channels and two reference electrodes (see Fig. 2 ). The distributions of electrodes are placed on the scalp roughly according to the international 10-20 system. With Emotive EPOC headset, there is no need of washing the scalp and other caring work. Before to perform the experiments, a few drops of saline saturate the large white sponge in electrodes on the headset, and then subject wear it directly. The headset is connected to the computer using Bluetooth interface and does not need a separate amplifier unit which decreases the cost and increase mobility for the user. The sampling rate of the device is 128 Hz.
2) Signal Preprocessing: Generally, original EEG signals contain some noise, such as EMG, motion artifact, and eye blink noise, which should be removed by appropriate filters. The preprocessing includes temporal filtering and spatial filtering. In order to remove the low frequency drift and the dc component, raw EEG signals were filtered by fifth order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency 2 Hz. A notch filter was also used to remove the 50 Hz power frequency interference. The technique of spatial filtering was to enhance the signal-noise-ratio for the frequency bands of interest. The common spatial patterns (CSPs) filter, which is a signal enhancement method detecting patterns by incorporating the spatial information of the EEG, is adopted as spatial filter. Generally, the idea of CSP algorithm is to design a linear combination of the channels that lead to new temporal signals whose variances are optimal for the discrimination of two class signals. Let A ∈ R N×M denote the single-trial EEG data, where N is number of channels and M is sample number of every channel. The normalized covariance matrix of A can be computed from
where T represents the transpose operator and tr(*) is the trace of a matrix. The covariance matrix of each class is calculated as C 1 and C 2 . The sum of spatial covariance matrix R sum is factorized into the result of eigenvectors and eigenvalues
The eigenvalues are sorted in descending order of λ. Then the whitening matrix is formed as
The C 1 and C 2 are transformed by whitening matrix as
The S 1 and S 2 possess common eigenvectors, for example, if
then
where I is the identity matrix. Because the sum of two corresponding eigenvalues is always one, the eigenvector with largest eigenvalue for S 1 has smallest eigenvalue for S 2 and vice-versa. Taking out the first k columns and the last k columns of B as B 1 , optimal spatial projection matrix can be constructed as
In this experiment, the filter dimension was setting 2. Then, the data of 14 channels was projected to 2-D space. 4) Classifier Design: For each class of SSVEP corresponding to every flashing frequency, linear discrimination analysis (LDA) classifier was used. Each LDA was a oneversus-the-rest discriminator. The output of LDA was the logistic function of all the inputs, indicating the likelihood that the corresponding flashing square attended on. A voting scheme was used, such as if the majority of the three LDA outputs agree on one flashing square, a decision was obtained indicating that square was being focused on. Vote scheme takes advantage of the increased frequency of flashing square decisions by overlapping windows. It has been demonstrated that the vote scheme will be useful to remove fake misclassifications [4] .
D. Evaluation of BCI Algorithm
Traditionally, classification accuracy is important when evaluating the performance of a BCI. In other words, an ideal SSVEP-based BCI should be sensitive to real SSVEP response. Meanwhile, no command should be generated and sent out by mistake when the subject was not focusing on any 
where N represents the number of identifiable class (i.e., the number of flickering square with different frequencies in our experiments); p is the classification accuracy. The unit of ITR is usually given of bits per minute.
IV. ILC-BASED FES
In order to obtain better performance of three different speed movement modes of upper extremity, the advanced commands from the BCI need to be divided into more specific control sequence. The control of FES based on ILC aims to find optimal PW sequence to stimulate the muscles via the stimulator toward to driving the musculoskeletal segment to track the desired joint angle and angular velocity, which are predefined by three modes with different speed.
A. Neuromuscular Model
For the purpose of simulation studies, a neuromuscular dynamic model was provided in this paper. This skeletal dynamic model consists of a pair of FES agonist-antagonist muscles. The neuromuscular model can transform the PW of FES to the angle of elbow joint [29] . Therefore, the FES system based on ILC can be simulated by employing this neuromuscular dynamic model.
The detailed skeletal dynamics with linear stiffness and damping acting to resist the motion around the elbow joint are formulated as
where T m j ( j = 1, 2) (1: flexor; 2: extensor) denote the muscle torques generated by flexor and extensor muscles, respectively; T n is the disturbance torque part; θ is the elbow joint angle; and θ 0 is the reference angle of elbow joint stiffness. If the initial desired angular trajectory is 0, the value of reference angle is normally set to 0; m, l, and I are mass, length, and moment of inertia of musculoskeletal segment, respectively; g is gravitational acceleration; and K B and K s are damping constant and joint stiffness constant, respectively. For our simulation study, the neuromuscular model parameters of elbow joint in (10) are given in Table I . The torque generated by muscles is composed of three portions: 1) muscle activation factor (including nonlinear muscle recruitment, linear muscle dynamic in force generation); 2) nonlinear torque-angle factor; and 3) torque-velocity factor, as shown in Fig. 3 .
Then, the muscle torque can be formulated as
where A i (t), A TA j ∈ [0, 1], and A TV j ∈ [0, 1.8] are the muscle activation factor, nonlinear torque angle factor, and torque velocity factor, respectively. Those factors are presented as follows:
where t s is the fixed stimulation period; r j ∈ [0, 1] denotes nonlinear muscle recruitment; a 1 = 0.6679, a 2 = −0.1001, and b o 1 (= −b o 2 = 20 Nm) are the coefficients of the linear dynamics. The nonlinear recruitment of the flexor and extensor is described as follows:
where D = 3.501 μs is the recruitment dead band
is the recruitment curve coefficients; Z denotes the output of the PW limiter as shown in Fig. 3 . The unit of the PW is microsecond (μs). The nonlinear torque-angle factor A LA i is formulated as follows:
where 
B. Control Strategy
From the usual observation, the majority human limb movements are repetitive. The control strategy of FES can utilize this repeatability to improve the control performance of the FES system. The ILC methodology is a relative simple but effective learning algorithm that can track a given desired trajectory. More specifically, there is no need to identify the parameters of the system which are hard to be identified accurately and are important for the model-based control design. ILC is especially suitable for tasks which are executed repeatedly. In this paper, an ILC with PD feedback as the control strategy is proposed. The block diagram of the control strategy is shown in Fig. 4 . The ILC is regarded as feed forward controller, which is used to improve performance based on previous practices, while PD feedback controller guarantees the stability of the system. This control strategy not only can guarantee the stability of the system but also can accelerate convergence.
The detailed discrete-time control algorithm is described as follows:
where i is the current iteration number; 
are the error of tracking angle and error of angle velocity, respectively.
C. Simulation Results
Before the experiment, we carried out the simulation procedure. The desired trajectory of elbow joint in simulation is formulated as follows: where τ = t/(t f − t 0 ), θ b = 0 • , θ f = 20 • , and θ 0 = 0. In this paper, we selected t f = 5.0 s, t f = 3.0 s, and t f = 1.0 s as the slow, medium, and fast speed mode of trajectory, respectively. The optimal control parameters are obtained by trial and error (see Table II ).
The simulation results of ILC+PD for slow mode, medium mode, and fast mode were presented in Fig. 5 , respectively. The mean errors of angular error for slow mode, medium mode, and fast mode were 0.1745, 0.1215, and 0.1031, respectively. The tracking error was further reduced. Therefore, the proposed control strategy of ILC with PD feedback controller can track the desired trajectory with different speed effectively.
For the ILC+PD control, convergence of three speed modes was analyzed. The historical data of the maximal tracking angular errors of the three speed modes obtained from ILC+PD are shown in Fig. 6 . In the 10th iteration, the angle tracking errors of all three models reach the minimum value. It can be seen that the ILC+PD in fast mode has faster convergence. It implied that the ILC+PD is more suitable for tracking fast time-varying trajectory.
Compare to the ILC+PD control strategy, we also used PD only and ILC only strategy in simulation experiment. The simulation parameters of PD only and ILC only are the same as Table II. In the simulation of the three speed modes using PD method only, the angular errors and angular velocity errors decrease monotonously with the increase of iteration numbers. Although the PD control algorithm was convergent, the performance of angular tracking is unsatisfactory, with mean error of 0.3134 for slow mode, 0.3136 for medium mode, and 0.2764 for fast mode. Especially, the angular velocity error was large. For ILC only, the angular trajectory also approaches the desired angle trajectory with the increase of the iterative number. The mean errors of angular error for slow mode, medium mode, and fast mode are 0.2313, 0.1452, and 0.1251, respectively. In contrast to the tracking performance of PD only, the control strategy of ILC can track the desired trajectory quickly and effectively.
For a clear comparison, the relevant tracking error curves are plotted as shown in Fig. 7 . The histories of the maximal tracking errors of angular position obtained from PD only, ILC only, and ILC+PD in slow mode are shown in Fig. 7 . It can be observed that the ILC+PD control strategy has better convergence. It is clear from these simulation results that the ILC+PD do give a better control performance. 
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Joint Movement Experiments Using FES
Based on the ILC+PD control strategy, FES experiments were carried out. The experiment condition consists of extern skeletal supporter with angle sensor, Advantech PCI-1716 data acquisition card, and MotionStim8 FES stimulator. In experiment procedure, the subject put the upper extremity on the skeletal supporter on which forearm was fastened with a Velcro strap. The surface electrodes were attached to the biceps and triceps. In the experiment, the twist joint and shoulder joint were fixed. The subject executed slow, medium, and fast speed movement, respectively. Meanwhile, the angle sensor recorded the relevant data of elbow joint. No load is applied to the subjects' elbow. The desired trajectories are the same as in (18) and (19) . The stimulating frequency and intensity of FES were fixed to 50 Hz and 20 mA, respectively. In order to ensure the security for the individuals, the PW is limited by (20) where Z(t) is the PW input and Z sat > 0 is the maximum value of PW. The maximum PW was set to 100 us. One of the experimental results (medium speed mode) is presented in Fig. 8 . In the top plot of Fig. 8 , the tracking error is decreased with iterative times. In the middle plot, the black cross line shows the desired trajectory to be iteratively tracked, while the red solid lines show the trajectories in various ILC iterations. Accordingly, the control sequences of FES in various iterations are shown in the bottom plot. The optimal control sequence was selected according to the minimum error in various ILC iterations. From Fig. 8 , the error of iteration number 9 is the minimum value. So, the optimal tracking trajectory and control sequence can be acquired for medium mode. The same methodology was applied to other two modes. 
B. Offline BCI Training Results
The aim of this paper is to develop an integrated BCI-FES system, and assess its feasibility and accuracy in rehabilitation. The offline BCI procedures train the EEG data without electrical stimulation. For each able-bodied subject, corresponding LDA model was established. Tenfold cross validation method was used to obtain an optimal LDA classifier. Note that cross validation gives a precaution against over-fitting of LDA model by ensuring that classification accuracy obtained offline generalizes to online sessions. Because each LDA was a one-versus-the-rest discriminator, three LDA classifiers for each subject were established. The LDA1 classifier is responsible for recognizing the SSVEP signals when the subjects gazing the 20 Hz flashing square. The LDA2 classifier is responsible for identifying the 15 Hz flashing square. The LDA3 is corresponding to 12 Hz flashing square. The average accuracy results and the average ITR for all the five subjects are presented in Table III . The average accuracy of three LDA classifiers of individual subjects varies from 73.17% to 93.30% with the majority achieving more than 78%. The mean ITR of five subjects was 27.54±5.78 bits/min. The effectiveness of the EEG processing algorithm and the availability of the BCI system are fully verified.
Furthermore, the performance of the trained LDA1 is generally better than other two classifiers, which means the corresponding frequency band is more liable to be discriminated. This result indicates that flashing square of 20 Hz can induce SSVEP response preferably and more stably. Based on S3 and S5, they have worse performance for LDA3 when gazing 12 Hz flashing square, with recognition rate of 73.17% and 74.55%, respectively. The corresponding frequency band of SSVEP (11.75-12.25 Hz) is overlapped with alpha band (8-13 Hz). The closed eye EEG-signal in the alpha range 
C. Online BCI-FES Experimental Results
As stated in the previous section, the outputs of SSVEPbased BCI were transformed to trigger commands by voting decision. According to the commands, the ILC-based FES generated the optimal PW sequence according to relevant speed mode to implement more precise movement. In this BCI-FES experiment, the subjects gazed at the flashing red square with relevant flickering frequency according to the instruction of the yellow arrow appeared at the top of square. Each square was instructed eight times, including no flickering square (idle state), totally 32 times. While a subject gazing one of the three flashing square, an advanced command would be generated to trigger relevant movement mode to active the FES system. In online experiment, subjects were instructed to perform three speed modes of motions, slow mode, medium mode, and fast mode, respectively. In each mode, the subject performed arm up and down repeatedly. Similarly, we computed the performance of online identification for five subjects (see Table IV ). The performance of online BCI-FES experiments demonstrates that the integrated system is feasible to active subject to track desired movement. The recognition accuracy of three speed motion mode for all the participants varies from 54.32% to 87.50%.
VI. CONCLUSION
Traditionally, many researchers utilize EMG to control FES in the rehabilitation processes. But, EMG signals are too weak to detect for patient with muscular atrophy. In this paper, we combine the EEG-based BCI with FES toward to realization of active rehabilitation for patients with neuromuscular disease, especially patients with tetraplegia which cannot move their upper limbs. The core technology of BCI is to detect SSVEP response elicited by stimulation of flashing red square from a computer LED screen. The system recognizes the participants' motion intention and generates command to control FES according to the recognition. These triggered commands are generated in terms of SSVEP-based BCI which detects three frequencies, 20, 15, and 12 Hz, when the subjects focusing their attention on the flickering square. By this way, the participants can control the rehabilitation processes by themselves. Our method can potentially be used in rehabilitation training of patients with stroke, spinal cord injury, or muscular atrophy.
In the process of practical experiments, various interference factors including environmental factor and loose electrode of EPOC headset can affect the recognition rate of online BCI. These factors lead to the decrease of performance of online experiment. We note that the performance of S4 is worse than others, with accuracy of 56.25% for slow mode, 54.32% for medium mode, and 62.50% for fast mode. The reason may be he did not focus his attention on the flashing squares. Moreover, the instability of EEG signals also directly affects the recognition rate of SSVEP response. Thereby, it will affect the performance of BCI-FES system. For BCI, the individual variations are an inevitable problem. We should try to reduce these variations, or we can establish a personalized BCI model for each individual. Furthermore, the performance of fast mode was better than other two modes because the EEG signals change quickly in the fast mode, and this BCI-FES system may be suitable for executing upper extremity motion with fast speed mode.
Usually, FES stimulates the specific muscular with fixed parameters to recover the function of neuromuscular system. To improve the rehabilitation performance of FES, a DCS of integrating ILC with PD feedback is proposed to produce the required optimal stimulating sequence. The optimal sequence will stimulate the upper limb moving to track the preplanned trajectory. The simulation and experimental results show that the integrated ILC+PD control strategy can track desired trajectory with certain precision. This means that the proposed method can stimulate arm to perform specific motion quantitatively rather than just bend qualitatively. Owing to the quantitative control of FES, the system can help people to realize some skills that useful in the daily life, such as grasping something with hand.
Because it is a preliminary study, there are several limitations in this paper. One limitation is the discreteness of the control commend. The SSVEPs can deal with the discrete intentions only. So the continuous control and the transitions between different motion modes have not been considered. If we increase the number of motion modes or take both hands into consideration, classes of classifier will increase greatly. In the future work, we will focus on the optimization and improvement of this BCI-FES system. In ILC with PD control strategy, we could adopt adaptive algorithm to optimize the parameters of PD to obtain better trajectory tracking performance. Moreover, by improving the online recognition rate, the application performance of BCI-FES system would be improved. At the present stage, the designed BCI-FES system was applied to five healthy subjects. The performance of this system is robust, achieving accuracies of over 70% in the group of five individuals. Experimental tests in patients with upper limb paralysis will be carried out in the future.
In conclusion, this paper develops an integrated system of a noninvasive EEG-based BCI with a noninvasive FES. The feasibility of applying it to upper extremity rehabilitation is evaluated by providing direct communication between the participant's mental intentions and the FES rehabilitation system. The participants' movement initiatives can be fully activated and the participants can perform motor recovery training of upper extremity with different speed effectively.
